Cingulate epileptogenesis in hypothalamic hamartoma.
Hypothalamic hamartoma (HH) is a relatively rare cause of epilepsy, mainly affecting children. Nearly all patients develop gelastic seizures, often followed by other focal seizure types. Our case illustrates the mechanisms of epileptogenesis in HH. The patient developed gelastic attacks as a baby, and secondarily generalized seizures and drop attacks at 9 years of age. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirmed the presence of a HH. Presurgical assessment with intracranial electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring recorded gelastic seizures with generalized epileptiform activity. Functional stimulation of the hamartoma provoked gelastic attacks. Single pulse electrical stimulation (SPES) was used to identify epileptogenic cortex. SPES of the left cingular cortex provoked generalized responses similar to the spontaneous generalized discharges. Our results suggest that long-standing history of epilepsy in patients with HH may be related to additional sources of epileptogenic activity. Electrical stimulation performed in this patient provided additional data to favor the hypothesis of secondarily epileptogenesis in the cingulate gyrus independently from the primary origin in the HH.